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ABSTRACT
Gas-rich galaxies are selected efficiently via quasar absorption lines. Recently, a new perspec-
tive on such absorption-selected systems has opened up by studying the molecular gas content
of absorber host galaxies using ALMA CO emission line observations. Here, we present an
analysis of multiple CO transitions (L′CO ∼ 109 K km s−1) in two z ∼ 0.5 galaxies associated
with one Ly α absorber towards J0238+1636. The CO spectral line energy distributions (CO
SLEDs) of these galaxies appear distinct from that of typical star-forming galaxies at similar
redshifts and is comparable with that of luminous infrared galaxies or active galactic nucleus
(AGN). Indeed, these galaxies are associated with optically identified AGN activity. We infer
that the CO line ratios and the αCO conversion factor differ from the Galactic values. Our find-
ings suggest that at least a fraction of absorption-selected systems shows interstellar medium
conditions deviating from those of normal star-forming galaxies. For a robust molecular gas
mass calculation, it is therefore important to construct the CO SLED. Absorption line selec-
tion identifies systems with widely distributed gas, which may preferentially select interacting
galaxies, which in turn will have more excited CO SLEDs than isolated galaxies. Furthermore,
we raise the question whether quasar absorbers preferentially trace galaxy overdensities.
Key words: ISM: molecules – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – quasars: absorption
lines.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The neutral phase of the gas traced by H I is thought to be the orig-
inal reservoir for star formation (SF) (Wolfe et al. 1986). Quasar
absorbers associated with foreground galaxies provide a unique tool
to probe this neutral gas phase down to low gas densities and at any
redshift. However, the physical processes that transform H I into
molecular gas and hence stars remain unconstrained. A direct probe
of the fuel for SF has to come from measurements of molecular
gas. Molecular Hydrogen (H2) absorbers at UV wavelengths are
only detected in ≈50 per cent of the H I-rich systems at low red-
shift (Muzahid, Srianand & Charlton 2015) and ≈15 per cent at
high redshift (Noterdaeme et al. 2008). Furthermore, the median
molecular fractions in absorbers with H2 detections reported are
low: log f(H2) is −1.93 ± 0.63 at low redshift and −2.3 ± 0.8 at
high redshift showing no significant evolution. These low detec-
tion rates in absorption are probably a consequence of the low sky
 E-mail: aklitsch@eso.org
cross-section of molecular gas compared to H I neutral gas (Zwaan
& Prochaska 2006).
Progress in relating the properties of H I-rich systems to their
SF has to come from identifying the galaxy counterparts to quasar
absorbers. Theoretical models suggest that the true absorbers, at
least those with large column density of neutral gas, are associated
with galaxies (Fumagalli et al. 2011; van de Voort & Schaye 2012;
Bird et al. 2014). The observational challenge of identifying the
absorber host galaxy in emission has been partly overcome using
high-z absorbers to block the light from the background quasar in
direct imaging (e.g. Fumagalli et al. 2010), using slit triangulation
(e.g. Krogager et al. 2017), and due to integral field units (IFU)
(e.g. Pe´roux et al. 2011; Fumagalli et al. 2017; Pe´roux et al. 2017;
Rudie, Newman & Murphy 2017; Klitsch et al. 2018). Several
studies report Ly α absorbers that are associated to galaxy groups
instead of isolated galaxies (e.g. Bielby et al. 2016; Fumagalli et al.
2017; Pe´roux et al. 2017; Rahmani et al. 2017). Furthermore, Ly α
absorber host galaxies exhibiting strong winds are reported in the
literature (e.g. Rudie et al. 2017; Fynbo et al. 2018). Although the
C© 2018 The Author(s)
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Table 1. Summary of the ALMA observations of J0238+1636.
Band ang. res. rms vel. res tint
[arcsec] [mJy bm−1] [km s−1] [ks]
4 0.43 0.18 36 0.6
6 0.96 0.24 25 5.0
7 0.67 0.14 20 1.5
7 cont. 0.32 0.04 – 5.1
number of observations of quasar absorber host galaxies is rising,
the impact of selection criteria (high metalicity, etc.) and different
observation techniques is unclear. Therefore, the question of exactly
what population of galaxies is traced by the absorption remains.
Recently, a new perspective on relating baryons traced by cold
gas and stars opened up with reports of CO rotational transitions
emission in quasar absorber galaxy hosts observed with ALMA.
To date 10 molecular gas-rich absorption-selected galaxies with
large inferred molecular gas masses of 1010−1011 M have been
analysed (Neeleman et al. 2016; Fynbo et al. 2018; Kanekar et al.
2018; Klitsch et al. 2018; Møller et al. 2018; Neeleman et al. 2018).
The combination of low detection rates of H2 absorption and the
high molecular gas masses inferred from CO observations is a key
question in this field. Here, we report the detection of two galaxies
at the redshift of one Ly α absorber in our (sub-)millimetre survey
ALMACAL (Oteo et al. 2016). For each of these, we detect mul-
tiple CO transitions, which offers fresh clues on the molecular gas
conditions of these galaxies.
2 SA M P L E A N D R E D U C T I O N
In this study we use ALMACAL, a (sub-)millimetre survey utilizing
calibrator observations from the ALMA archive (Oteo et al. 2016).
We search for CO emission lines from host galaxies of known quasar
absorbers. Cross-correlating the sky positions of known absorbers
detected at optical and UV wavelengths with the 749 calibrators in
our ALMACAL catalogue leads to 109 positional matches. Match-
ing the frequency coverage in ALMACAL with the redshift of the
absorbers indicates a coverage of 57 absorbers in the redshift range
0.06 < zabs < 3.0 towards 26 quasars for which the frequency of
at least one CO transition is observed. Here, we focus on absorber
host galaxies with multiple CO emission line detections in order to
study the CO excitation. We discover two new molecular gas-rich
galaxies with multiple CO emission lines detected at the redshift
of an H I absorber towards the quasar J0238+1636 at zabs = 0.524.
Additionally, we include the molecular gas-rich galaxy detected in
the field of J0423−0120 (zabs = 0.633) (Klitsch et al. 2018) in our
analysis.
The retrieval of the calibrator data is described in detail in Oteo
et al. (2016); the calibration and data reduction are carried out as
described in Klitsch et al. (2018). The properties of the final data
cubes are summarized in Table 1.
The gas properties of the absorbers, CO-detected host galaxies,
and impact parameters are given in Tables 2 and 3, taken from
Klitsch et al. (2018), Rao, Turnshek & Nestor 2006, Junkkarinen
et al. 2004, and Burbidge et al. 1996.
The absorption towards J0238+1636 (also known as AO
0235+164) is also seen at a rest frame wavelength of 21 cm reveal-
ing a complex system of multiple absorbing clouds (Roberts et al.
1976). Two galaxies – J0238A and J0238A1 – with small impact
parameters (1.1 arcsec = 7 kpc and 1.9 arcsec = 12 kpc) between
the galaxy position and the quasar sight line towards J0238+1636
were identified at the absorber redshift using [O II]-narrow-band
imaging by Yanny, York & Gallagher (1989). HST WFPC2 imag-
ing suggests that these are two compact components embedded in
an extended nebula (Chen et al. 2005). The CO detections from
these galaxies are presented for the first time in this study. For con-
sistency with previous publications we refer to these galaxies as
J0238A and J0238A1.
For the absorber towards J04230−0120 Klitsch et al. (2018)
identified a total of four galaxies at the absorber redshift using the
MUSE IFU. One of these four galaxies, J0423B, is also detected in
CO(2–1) and CO(3–2) emission. It is proposed that the gas seen in
absorption traces either intra-group gas, or an outflow from J0423B.
The properties of the ALMA-detected galaxies are given in Ta-
ble 2. Flux maps and spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The flux maps
are integrated over w20 which is also marked by the shaded area in
the respective spectra. The spectra are measured using an aperture
that encompasses the 3σ contours in the moment map. The line flux
is determined by integrating over w20. We use these multiple line
detections to study the CO spectral line energy distributions (CO
SLEDs) of these absorption-selected galaxies (see Fig. 2).
We cannot use the Band 6 observations to measure the continuum
flux of J0238A and J0238A1, because of strong residuals from
the quasar continuum. In Band 7 we do not see any residuals,
however, we also do not detect the two galaxies. The 3σ upper
limit assuming that the galaxies are not resolved is 0.1 mJy. We
use a set of template spectra for starburst galaxies from Polletta
et al. (2007) which we scale to the observed 870μm flux converted
to the rest wavelength. The fitted spectrum is then integrated in
the wavelength range 8–1000μm to obtain the total far-infrared
luminosity LFIR. This is converted to the star formation rate (SFR)
using the Kennicutt (1998) relation. Based on this we derive the
SFR limits reported in Table 3.
3 A NA LY SIS
At the redshift of the absorber towards J0238+1636, we find two
CO-emitting galaxies. The absorption system is likely probing the
joint gas distribution of both galaxies that was also seen in emission
by Chen et al. (2005). Roberts et al. (1976) reported a complex
21 cm absorption spectrum that might be due to several absorbing
clouds. The main features are overplotted in Fig. 1 and coincide
with J0238A and J0238A1 in velocity space.
We use the CO SLEDs shown in Fig. 2 as a diagnostic plot to
distinguish between gas conditions similar to normal star-forming
galaxies and more active systems. We note that the CO SLEDs
are normalized to the CO(2–1) flux because the CO(1–0) emission
line was not observed towards the absorption-selected galaxies.
Differences in the CO SLEDs at higher J transitions will appear
smaller due to this normalization.
The shape of the CO SLED determines the conversion of higher
J transition line fluxes to the CO(1–0) line flux, which is used to
calculate the total molecular gas mass. The CO SLEDs of J0238A
and J0238A1 are clearly distinct from the CO SLED of the Milky
Way or BzK galaxies. This suggests that the temperature and den-
sity in these absorption-selected galaxies are higher than in ‘normal’
star-forming galaxies. J0423B at z = 0.633 on the other hand shows
a CO SLED only slightly steeper than that of the Milky Way and
comparable with that of ‘normal’ star-forming galaxies at higher
redshift (z ∼ 1.5). The SFR of this galaxy is 50 ± 10 M yr−1
(Klitsch et al. 2018) explaining the elevated CO SLED com-
pared to the Milky Way. Hence, the Galactic conversion factor,
αCO  4.6 M (K km s−1pc2)−1, and the Galactic CO line ratios
MNRASL 482, L65–L69 (2019)
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Table 2. ALMA detections of multiple CO emission lines at the redshift of two absorbers towards J0238−1636 and J0423−0120.
Name z R.A. Dec. θ Scont.int CO Speak Sint log(L′CO) FWHM
(J2000) (J2000) [kpc] [mJy] trans. [mJy] [Jy km s−1] [K km s−1 pc2] [km s−1]
J0238A 0.524 02 38 38.94 +16 36 57.3 12 <0.1b 2−1 1.5 ± 0.2 0.32 ± 0.06 9.07 ± 0.06 350 ± 20
3−2 2.3 ± 0.2 0.70 ± 0.09 9.05 ± 0.09 380 ± 40
4−3 4.1 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 0.4 9.0 ± 0.4 420 ± 30
J0238A1 0.524 02 38 39.01 +16 36 59.2 7 <0.1b 2−1 0.7 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.05 8.87 ± 0.05 350 ± 40
3−2 1.4 ± 0.2 0.43 ± 0.04 8.8 ± 0.1 380 ± 40
4−3 – <0.9 <9 –
J0423B 0.633 04 23 16.07 − 01 20 52.1 133 0.8 ± 0.2a 2−1 8.4 ± 0.7 3.6 ± 0.2 10.28 ± 0.02 590 ± 30
3−2 10 ± 1 5.2 ± 0.3 10.10 ± 0.02 610 ± 40
Note. θ denotes the impact parameter between the galaxy and the background quasar. The properties of J0423B are taken from Klitsch et al. (2018). a denotes
the Band 6 and b denoted the Band 7 continuum flux. The upper limit on the continuum flux for J0238A and J0238A1 are based on the 3σ flux limit from the
Band 7 map and assuming that they are unresolved. The upper limit of the CO(4−3) flux from J0238A1 is based on a 3σ flux limit assuming a full width at
half-maximum of 350 km s−1.
Table 3. The derived physical properties of the CO-detected galaxies associated with two absorbers from our ALMA observations.
Name log N(HI) log Mmol [M/αCO] log M [M] SFR[M yr −1] Zabs[Z] type
J0238A 21.70+0.08−0.10 9.12 ± 0.08 – <50 0.72 ± 0.24 BAL QSO2
J0238A1 21.70+0.08−0.10 8.9 ± 0.1 – <50 0.72 ± 0.24 AGN + starburst3
J0423B 18.54+0.07−0.10 10.33 ± 0.02 11.2 ± 0.1 50 ± 10 >0.07 starburst1
Note. References: 1Klitsch et al. (2018), 2Burbidge et al. (1996), 3Chen, Kennicutt & Rauch (2005)
Figure 1. Spectra (top, primary beam corrected) and integrated flux maps (bottom, not primary beam corrected) of the absorption-selected galaxies with
multiple ALMACAL CO lines detected from the same galaxy. The figure for J0423B is reproduced from Klitsch et al. (2018). Top: The velocity of 0 km s−1
corresponds to the redshift of the main absorption component. The dotted lines in the spectra of J0238A and J0238A1 represent the position of the second and
third most prominent features in the 21 cm absorption spectrum. Bottom: The CO(3–2) emission line integrated flux maps are shown in grey-scale for all three
galaxies, the contours mark the 3σ , 5σ , and 7σ levels of the respective maps. For each map we integrate over the coloured region in the spectra shown above.
The dotted contours mark the −3σ levels. The sight-line towards the quasar is marked by a red star. These are the first detections of multiple CO emission lines
from absorption-selected galaxies enabling us to constrain the energetics of their ISM.
MNRASL 482, L65–L69 (2019)
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Figure 2. CO spectral line energy distribution of the three absorption-
selected galaxies with multiple CO emission lines detected in ALMACAL.
We show the CO SLED for BzK galaxies (Daddi et al. 2015), the Milky
Way, QSOs, SMGs, and M82 (Ivison et al. 2011; Carilli & Walter 2013)
for comparison. The CO SLEDs of two absorption-selected galaxies differ
from the CO SLED of normal star-forming galaxies at the low J transitions.
This suggests that the temperature and density of the molecular gas in these
galaxies is higher than in normal star-forming galaxies and is more similar to
high-redshift SMGs or AGN. We find hints that using the Galactic line lumi-
nosity conversion factors to derive molecular gas masses might overestimate
the molecular gas masses for some absorption-selected galaxies.
might not be applicable. Instead, we argue that for the absorption-
selected galaxies studied here, luminous infrared galaxy-like con-
version factors are more appropriate. We convert the CO line flux to
L′line following the description from Solomon, Downes & Radford
(1992).
To derive the molecular gas mass we convert the luminosity
of the CO(2–1) transition to the CO(1–0) line luminosity. We
convert the line luminosities using the median conversion fac-
tor r21 = L′CO(2−1)/L′CO(1−0) = 0.9 for LIRGs (Papadopoulos et al.
2012). The resulting molecular gas masses are reported in Table 3
and are ∼109−1010M/αCO.
Comparing the L′CO–LFIR relation we find that J0423B is con-
sistent with local LIRGs and that J0238A and J0238A1 are in the
lower envelope of local LIRGs (Greve et al. 2014).
4 D ISC U SSION AND CONCLUSION
We report the detection of multiple CO emission lines from
absorption-selected galaxies discovered in our ALMACAL survey.
The CO SLEDs for two galaxies are more excited than those of
‘normal’ star-forming galaxies indicating that the molecular gas
temperature and density are higher in these galaxies. This confirms
the optical identification as BAL QSO and mix of active galactic
nucleus (AGN) and starburst, respectively. These findings suggest
that the Galactic CO line ratios and αCO conversion factor might not
be applicable to derive molecular gas masses of all damped Ly α
galaxies.
We derive molecular gas masses of 108.9–1010.33 M/αCO us-
ing a r21 conversion factor of 0.9. These derived molecular gas
masses are smaller than those reported by Kanekar et al. (2018),
who used a Galactic r21 ratio and a Galactic CO-to-H2 conver-
sion factor. Their resulting molecular gas masses are 109.8 − 10.9 ×
(αCO/4.36) × (0.63/r21)M. As discussed above for a fraction of
these galaxies a smaller CO-to-H2 conversion factor could be more
appropriate. Direct evidence for a more excited interstellar medium
(ISM) from other wavelength regimes such as the detection of an
AGN in J0238A and A1 should always be taken into account when
choosing appropriate line ratios and αCO. In fact, at least one galaxy
in Kanekar et al. (2018) is reported to interact with another galaxy
(Straka et al. 2016).
Comparing the line fluxes, we find that for J0423B the CO(2–1)
flux is higher than in any of the galaxies presented by Kanekar
et al. (2018) while for J0238A and A1 the fluxes are on the low
end of the ones reported by Kanekar et al. (2018). This is also
illustrated in Fig. 3, where we show the CO(2–1) luminosity of
the absorber host galaxies as a function of impact parameters and
column densities of the absorbers from this study and Kanekar
et al. (2018). Using the Pearson correlation coefficient we find a
correlation between LCO and the impact parameter with a p-value
of 0.01 and an anticorrelation between LCO and log N(HI) with a
p-value of 0.002. To test whether these relations are only driven by
J0423B, we exclude it from the analysis resulting in p-values of
0.1 and 0.01. In these two samples low impact parameter absorbers
probe the high-density circumgalactic medium close to low-mass
galaxies, while at high impact parameters the lower density diffuse
gas around high-mass galaxies is traced. Using a significance level
of 0.05 we would only reject the null-hypothesis of a correlation
between LCO and the impact parameter. However, the results are
based on a small data set and more data are needed to further
investigate these correlations.
The question remains whether the three galaxies presented
here are special among absorption-selected systems? Verdes-
Montenegro et al. (2001) proposed a scenario in which – depending
on the evolutionary phase of the group – up to ∼60 per cent of the H I
gas is stripped from the galaxies by tidal interactions and resides in a
diffuse intra-group medium. This was tested in the Hickson groups.
Borthakur, Yun & Verdes-Montenegro (2010) reported a diffuse gas
fraction of ∼20−50 per cent increasing the cross-section of H I com-
pared to isolated galaxies. This would result in a higher likelihood
to probe interacting galaxies with Ly α absorbers. Such interacting
systems are also more likely to contain galaxies with enhanced SF
and AGN activity. Hence, it could be expected that the CO SLEDs
of some absorption-selected galaxies are more excited than typical
gas-rich field galaxies. To test further this hypothesis more data are
needed to populate the CO SLEDs of absorption-selected galaxies.
In general, it is important to study the CO SLED to properly de-
rive molecular gas masses. Similarly, galactic winds can increase
the cross-section of H I, where the most energetic events will pro-
duce the highest sky coverage. Such galaxies will deviate from the
Galactic CO SLED as well.
Since both interactions and winds are predicted to be enhanced at
higher redshift this might have an important impact on the types of
galaxies identified through surveys of absorption-selected galaxies
in the distant universe.
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Figure 3. Left: CO(2−1) luminosity as a function of impact parameter. We show the absorption-selected galaxies presented by Kanekar et al. (2018), and
the galaxies presented here. Right: CO(2−1) luminosity as a function of H I absorption column density. Errorbars are too small to be visible on these plots.
We find correlation of LCO with the impact parameter towards the QSO sight line and an anticorrelation of LCO with the column density of the absorber. A fit
of a linear function to the data is shown by the grey dashed line. We find the following best fits including J0423B: LCO[Kkms−1pc2] = 1.5 × 108 b/[kpc] +
9.0 × 108 and LCO[K km s−1pc2] = −5.3 × 109 log(N(HI)/[cm−2]) + 1.2 × 1011 and excluding J0423B: LCO[Kkms−1pc2] = 2.7 × 108 b/[kpc] − 1.8 × 109
and LCO[K km s−1pc2] = −3.7 × 109 log(N(HI)/[cm−2]) + 8.1 × 1010.
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